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Dynamics in a two-level atom magneto-optical trap
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Alkaline-earth-metal atoms present an ideal platform for exploring magneto-optic trap~MOT! dynamics,
enabling unique and definitive tests of laser cooling and trapping mechanisms. We have measured the trapping
beam intensity, detuning, magnetic-field gradient, trap density, and lifetime dependence of the spring constant
k and damping coefficienta for a 1S0-1P1

88Sr MOT by fitting the oscillatory response of the atom cloud to
a step-function force. We find that the observed behavior ofk anda provide a unified and consistent picture
of trap dynamics that agrees with Doppler cooling theory at the level of 10%. Additionally, we demonstrate
that the trapped atom temperature can be determined directly from measured value ofk and the trap size, in
excellent agreement with free-expansion temperature measurements. However, the experimentally determined
temperature is much higher than Doppler cooling theory, implying significant additional heating mechanisms.
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Doppler cooling theory, which explores the force expe
enced by two-level atoms excited by single and/or multi
near-resonant light fields, has historically formed the ba
for descriptions of both laser cooling and magneto-opti
trapping~MOT! @1–6#. To date, however, experimental stu
ies of laser cooling have focused nearly exclusively on s
tems such as alkali-metal atoms, wherein the transition’s
perfine structure ultimately dominates observed cooling
trapping dynamics@7–11#. While a one-dimensional~1D!
study of Doppler cooling dynamics has been performed@12#,
fundamental Doppler cooling theory predictions, particula
those related to the dynamics of two-level atoms in a
MOT, remain untested.

In this paper, using a1S0-1P1
88Sr MOT, we present mea

surements of the spring constantk and damping coefficien
a, as they are affected by the trapping beam intensity, de
ing, magnetic-field gradient, trap density, and lifetime. W
monitor directly the time-dependent center-of-mass trap
cillations induced by a chopped pushing beam. Unlike p
vious experiments with alkali-metal atoms@8–11#, where
sub-Doppler cooling mechanisms dominate over Dopp
cooling, we observe center-of-mass cloud oscillations un
both underdamped and overdamped conditions and find
the measuredk anda are consistent with Doppler theory a
the 10% level. Furthermore, we have determined the cl
temperature directly from the measured spring constant
trap size, just as in the case of magnetic traps. The result
in a good agreement with temperature measurements b
upon free expansion of the cloud. However, both tempera
measurements disagree significantly with Doppler theory
showing a faster heating rate with the trapping beam int
sity. Our measurements represent a detailed and conclu
study of trapped two-level atom dynamics in a MOT and
essential test of Doppler cooling theory.

The experiment consists of a standard six-beam vapor
Sr MOT using the1S0-1P1 transition atl5461 nm~reso-
nance frequencyv0) @13–15#. The trapping light detuning
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@d5D/(2p)5(v laser2v0)/(2p)#, is controlled by a
double-passed acousto-optic modulator~AOM!. The inten-
sity of the trapping light is stabilized via feedback control
a second AOM.

To measure trap dynamics, we explored several differ
techniques including modulation of the magnetic field o
pushing beam. The following approach is finally adopted
this work due to its measurement efficiency and lack of s
tematic effects. Cold atom center-of-mass oscillation is
duced with a weak, on-resonance, collimated pushing be
that is chopped with a switching time of 1ms. The pushing
beam exerts a forceFext on the atoms, translating the ato
sample along one horizontal direction (x axis!. The resulting
trap oscillations are observed as changes in the absorptio
an on-resonance probe beam that propagates in they direc-
tion through the cloud and is off-center in thex direction. As
shown below, the center-of-mass oscillation of the trapp
atoms is described by

m
d2x

dt2
1a

dx

dt
1kx5Fext , ~1!

wherem is the mass of a88Sr atom,a is a damping coeffi-
cient, andk is a spring constant. When the weak pushi
beam is on, forced oscillations are observed, andFext
> 1

2 \kG(I p /I s)5Fp . Herek52p/l, I p is the pushing beam
intensity, I s5phcG/(3l3)543 mW/cm2, and G/(2p)
532 MHz whereI s and G are the saturation intensity an
natural width of 1S0-1P1 transition, respectively. When th
pushing beam is switched off,Fext50, and free-oscillations
occur. To quantify these dynamics, we define a dimensi
less quantityj5a/(2mv), wherev5Ak/m is the charac-
teristic frequency of the trap. Underdamped, critica
damped, and overdamped oscillations correspond toj,1,
j51, andj.1, respectively. Denotingut as the normalized
trap displacement during oscillation, the steady-state s
tions to Eq.~1! in response to a step-function force take t
following form for Fext50:
©2002 The American Physical Society01-1
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ut~j,1!5
e2jvt

A12j2
sinFvA12j2t1tan21SA12j2

j D G ,
~2!

ut~j51!5~11vt !e2vt, ~3!

ut~j.1!5
1

p12p2
@2p2ep1t1p1ep2t#, ~4!

whereut is normalized to thet→` displacement of the trap
and p1,252jv6vAj221. When Fext5Fp , the steady-
state solutions to Eq.~1! are 12ut , whereut is given by
Eqs.~2!, ~3!, and~4!.

Equation~1! and its solutions, Eqs.~2!–~4!, describe the
motion of an atom initially at rest off center in a harmon
potential, oscillating as it comes to rest at the center of
potential. Here we verify that this situation describes
center-of-mass motion of the entire cloud of finite tempe
ture atoms, and that the cloud shape does not vary du
oscillation. The 1D Focker-Planck equation, which includ
heating due to the momentum diffusion and describes
phase-space distribution of the entire atom cloud@5#, is

]P

]t
5a

]P

]v
2v

]P

]x
1

]

]v S av
m

P1D
]P

]v D . ~5!

Equation ~5! governs the motion of the ensemble of t
trapped atoms, wherev5dx/dt, a5d2x/dt25Fext /m, due
to the applied conservative forces in the trap,D
5\2k2GI t /@6m2I s(11I t /I s14D2/G2)# is the velocity dif-
fusion coefficient, andI t is the total intensity of the six trap
ping beams. The steady-state solution to Eq.~5! is

P~x,v !5expF2AS v21
k

m
x2D G , ~6!

whereA5a/(2Dm). Equation~6! also gives the canonica
distribution at temperaturekBT5m2D/a. Based on Doppler
cooling theory, the one-dimensional spring constant a
damping coefficient can be described by@4–6,14#,

k5
4

3
mBgJ

]B

]x S uDu
G D S I t

I s
D S 11

I t

I s
14

D2

G2D 22

, ~7!

a5
4

3
\k22S uDu

G D S I t

I s
D S 11

I t

I s
14

D2

G2D 22

, ~8!

where the relevant magnetic-field gradient is]B/]x
50.5]B/]z, with ]B/]x (]B/]z) being the radial~axial!
MOT magnetic-field gradients. The solution of Eq.~5! sub-
ject to the initial conditions of a Gaussian distribution
velocity and position with a displaced center is

P~x,v,t !5expS 2AF ~v2ut8!21
k

m
~x2ut!

2G D , ~9!
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whereut is the solution to Eq.~1! andut85dut /dt. Thus at
all times the velocity distribution is centered onut8 and the
spatial distribution is centered onut , with a constant size
and temperature.

In the experiment, the cloud’s displacement is monitor
by a weak 100mm-diameter (1/e) on-resonance focuse
probe beam that propagates perpendicular to the pus
beam as it passes through the atom cloud. The probe bea
located atx0, which is about half a cloud radius from th
cloud center in thex direction atz50. Thus, the normalized
probe beam absorption isSabs512exp@2Apsn(x,t)r h#,
wheres53l2/(2p) is the absorption cross section,n(x,t)

5n0e2(x01xmut)
2/r h

2
, wheren0 is the peak trap density,r h is

the 1/e radius of the trap along thex andy axis, andxm is the
atom cloud displacement when the pushing beam is on.
absorption is,10% for a typical trap density of 109/cm3. If
xm /r h!1, the absorption signal is given by

Sabs5Sabs~x0!@12eut#, ~10!

where Sabs(x0) is the probe beam absorption atx0 with
pushing beam off ande52x0xm /r h

2 . Equation~10! shows
the absorption is proportional tout when the amplitudexm is
much smaller than the trap size. Hence, the time-depen
probe beam absorption represents center-of-mass trap o
lations.

Figure 1 shows oscillation signals forI t525 mW/cm2,
]B/]x526 G/cm, and laser detunings of~a! d5240 MHz
and~b! d5255 MHz. In the absence of the pushing bea
this trap oscillation is driven purely by the trap fields. No
that, from Eq.~2!, the number of observable oscillations
proportional toj. Equations~7! and ~8! thus predict that
large detunings or low intensities correspond to a large nu
ber of observable oscillations. In both cases the trap osc
tions are underdamped, which is quite different from alk
MOTs where the oscillation is strongly overdamped due
sub-Doppler cooling mechanisms@8–11#.

Experimentally, observation of high-contrast oscillatio
signals requires:~1! Balancing the six-beam intensities an
aligning the trapping beams such that the cloud does
move when the trap intensity changes;~2! Ensuring the
probe beam intersects the cloud midway between the ce

FIG. 1. Typical damped oscillation signals for trapped88Sr at-
oms during a pushing beam chopping cycle for two different det
ings,~a! d5240 MHz and~b! d5255 MHz. Note the time scale
is expanded by a factor of 2 after the break. Fitting curves
shown as solid lines. The intensity of the trapping beam is
mW/cm2, and]B/]x526 G/cm.
1-2
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and edge;~3! Aligning the push beam such that it induc
motion only in the horizontal plane;~4! Attenuating the
pushing beam such that the maximum cloud displaceme
,10% of the cloud diameter, with no noticeable heati
effects. We find the oscillation signals are independent
probe beam placement on either side of the cloud. The va
of k and a are determined by fitting of the free-oscillatio
signals, as shown with the solid lines in Fig. 1.

Figure 2 shows the dependence of~a! k and~b! a on the
trapping beam intensity,I t , for magnetic-field gradients
]B/]x, ranging from 18–42 G/cm and a trap detuningd5
240 MHz. For comparison, Fig. 2~a! shows fitting curves
based on Eq.~7! while Fig. 2~b! shows theory predictions
based on Eq.~8!. For these experimental conditions, Eq.~7!
predictsk5hki coilI t /@ I s(7.251I t /I s)

2#, where i coil is the
quadrupole magnetic-field coil current and]B/]x5bxi coil .
Using a best estimated value ofbx54.4(0.5) G cm21A21,
the theoretical value for hk is 92.0(18.4)
31029 Nm21A21 where the uncertainty inhk is domi-
nated by uncertainties inbx , I t , andd. Fitting the data to
this expression withhk as the only fitting parameter yield
hk583(3), 80~2!, 77~1!, and 83(1)310219 Nm21A21 for
i coil54, 6, 8, and 9 A, or]B/]x518, 26, 35, and 40 G/m
respectively. Here, the nearly equal values forhk show that
k is proportional to the magnetic-field gradient, and t
variation with I t shows the dependence expected from E
~7!. These coefficients are consistent with Doppler cool
theory predictions within experimental accuracy of 20%. F
the conditions of Fig. 2~b!, Eq. ~8! yields a5haI t /@ I s(7.25
1I t /I s)

2# with ha5326(65)310222 N s/m. Usingha as a
single fitting parameter we findha5315(16), 349~12!,
318~5!, and 331(16)310222 N s/m for i coil54, 6, 8, and 9
A, respectively. The nearly equal values forha demonstrate
that a is independent of]B/]x, while the variation withI t
shows the expected dependence from Eq.~8!. The measured
values forha agree with Doppler cooling theory prediction
within experimental uncertainty of 10%.

Figure 3 shows the detuning dependence of~a! k and~b!
a for I t525 mW/cm2 and]B/]x526 G/cm. Fitting curves
based on Eqs.~7! and~8! are shown as solid lines. Here, Eq
~7! and ~8! predict k5xkuDu/@G(1.5814D2/G2)2#, and a
5xauDu/@G(1.5814D2/G2)2#, where theoretical values o
xk and xa are 259~52!310219 N/m and 152~30!310222

FIG. 2. Dependence of~a! k and ~b! a on the trapping beam
intensity for various magnetic-field gradients and a trapping li
detuning ofd5240 MHz. Fits are shown as solid and dotted lin
in ~a!. The solid line in~b! is a theoretical curve based on Doppl
theory.
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N s/m, respectively. From fits to the data, we findxk
5272(10)310219 N/m and xa5182(7)310222 N s/m,
in good agreement with the theoretical predictions. Bothk
and a increase rapidly with decreasing detuning, in agre
ment with theory at small detunings. However, so far there
no clear explanation for the origin of the discrepancy b
tween the measured and fitted values at large detunings

Based on the equipartition theorem,1
2 kxrms

2 5 1
2 kBT, we

can determine the cloud temperature from the measu
spring constant and trap size. To determine the trap size
use images of trap fluorescence collected with a cha
coupled device camera placed in they direction. The profile
of the cloud is well fitted by a Gaussian distribution. The 1e
radius of the cloud along the oscillation direction is defin
as xe5A2xrms ; hence, the trap temperature is given byT
5kxe

2/(2kB). The dependence of the trap temperature on
trapping beam intensity for the data in Fig. 2~a! is shown as
Fig. 4, along with temperatures predicted by Doppler the
@6#,

T5
\G2

8kBuDu S 11
I t

I s
14

D2

G2D . ~11!

t
FIG. 3. Dependence of~a! k and ~b! a on the trapping light

detuning for a trapping beam intensity of 25 mW/cm2 and]B/]x
526 G/cm. Fits are shown as solid lines.

FIG. 4. Dependence of the trap temperature on the trapp
beam intensity as determined from the measuredk values. The
theoretical prediction is shown as a solid line. The trap temperat
determined from the expansion measurement ford5240 MHz
and]B/]x526 G/cm, is shown as filled circles.
1-3
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The measured trap temperature is independent of
magnetic-field gradient, in agreement with theoretical pred
tions. However, we observe important differences: while
trap temperature at near zero intensity is correctly predic
by Doppler theory, the temperature rises with the trapp
beam intensity much faster than the theoretical values.
measured temperatures agree with previous measureme
this Sr MOT based on direct observation of the cold at
velocity distribution @14#. Similar temperature deviation
from Doopler theory have also been observed for a Ca M
@16#. We have also found that the dependence of the
temperature on the trapping beam detuning is significa
different from Doppler theory. For example, atD/G;1.2, the
measured temperature is about three times higher than
dicted. At smaller detunings the disagreement becomes
gressively larger.

To further verify these results, we have measured the
temperature vsI t for d5240 MHz and]B/]x526 G/cm
with a conventional expansion technique. For these meas
ments, we shifted the probe beam to the center of the cl
and observed the time dependence of the probe beam ab
tion after the MOT is turned off. The resulting decay curv

were then fit by f (t)5z1e2z2 /(r o
2
12vrms

2 t2), where z1 , z2 ,
v rms are three fitting parameters, andr 05A3 r exr eyr ez, r ex ,
r ey , andr ez are the 1/e radii of the cloud in three dimension
as determined from fits to images of the 461-nm trap fl
rescence. Using the fitting parameterv rms , we obtain the
trap temperature fromT5mv rms

2 /kB . Results are shown a
filled circles in Fig. 4, and agree with values determin
from the spring constant at the level of 10%.

The trapped atom temperature is determined by a dyna
balance between heating and cooling rates. The damping
efficient represents the cooling rate, and as shown in Fig
and 3, measured values for the damping coefficients a
well with Doppler cooling theory. However, the measur
temperatures are much higher than the theoretical value
the heating rate must be much higher than the theore
prediction, which is based on random direction photon rec
ts
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heating@the D term in Eq.~5!#. Additional heating mecha-
nisms, such as that arising from standing-wave effects,
not described by current Doppler theory.

The loss rate for a Sr1S0-1P1 MOT is ;102/s due to
5p1P1→4d1D2→5p3P2 shelving. To verify that this loss
mechanism does not significantly influence trap oscillat
dynamics, we also measured the spring constant and da
ing coefficient in the presence of two repumping lasers, o
for the 3S1-3P2 transition at 707 nm and a second for th
3S1-3P0 transition at 679 nm, in order to prevent3P state
shelving. Even though the density and lifetime of the tr
were both increased by more than six times, the measu
values fork anda did not change within our experimenta
uncertainty of 10%. This means that the spring constant
damping coefficient are independent of the density and
trap lifetime for densities of 108–1010 cm23 and lifetimes of
102400 ms.

In summary, we have performed the measurement of
spring constantk and damping coefficienta for two-level
atoms in a MOT. Our results fork and a as functions of
laser intensity and detuning, and of magnetic-field gradi
are in agreement with the Doppler cooling theory. In ad
tion, we have measured the trap temperature by using
methods, first from the spring constant and trap size,
second from expansion of the cloud after switching off t
MOT. The temperatures measured by the two techniq
agree well with each other, but deviate severely from Do
pler theory. At present, a modified semiclassical Dopp
theory is being developed to investigate heating effects
are not accounted for by standard Doppler theory. In fut
experiments, we will further study the dynamics of th
trapped atoms after second-stage Doppler cooling, using
spectrally narrow 689-nm1S0-3P1 intercombination line
@14,15#. Since the 689-nm photon recoil frequency shift
greater than the cooling transition linewidth, a full quantu
mechanical cooling theory will be necessary.

We thank Dr. J. R. Bochinski for useful discussions. Th
work was funded by NSF and NIST. T.H.L. acknowledg
financial support from the National Research Council.
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